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ABSTRACT

Getting RGC grant has become increasingly a very challenging endeavor, given the low success rate in the last few years in our Department. An encouraging trend is that we have had a growing number of submissions highly rated at 3.5, which means that they were only marginally missed the funding threshold. To kick off the forthcoming round of GRF exercise with good will, the DRC is going to organize an experience sharing session this Friday. During this session, Carlos, Eric and Wing will briefly talk about their approaches to prepare GRF application and share their views on some key aspects of the proposal, based on their past experience. On this basis, other colleagues can provide their insights and give their own recipes of success. It is hope that this experience sharing session will pool up some good ideas for faculty members to base in preparing the RGC submission, and at the same time, clear some doubts in regard to the proper preparation of the application.